


Steve Gorman Rocks is totally focused night-time content for Classic Rock stations 
that involves your listeners with phone interaction and social media. Steve 

Gorman is the co-founding member and drummer of the Black Crowes. Steve is a 

true storyteller, he connects with your listeners, and he’ll have his buddies and 

legendary artists stopping by to swap stories. Featuring April Rose, model, actress 

and radio personality as feature contributor, video, and social media hipster for 

Steve Gorman Rocks!



Iconic and influential drummer for the Black 
Crowes, story-teller extraordinaire is ready to 
rock your nights and engage your listeners!

☢ Steve Gorman Rocks…delivered each weeknight provides 

compelling content that engages listeners with phone 

interaction and social media. 

☢ Legendary artists like Jimmy Page, Sammy Hagar, Nancy 

Wilson and AC/DC stop by to swap stories.  

☢ Slightly twisted features like “Face Off”, “Questionable 

Wisdom” and “Classic Rock Rewind” command attention.

☢ Steve’s passion for music and his affection of sports sets 

him apart from anyone else.

☢ April is a guaranteed hit with video and social that 

captivates your listeners.



Wegener Format Clock

Program Function Closures

Local Stopset Start K1

(:03) Local ID Liner K2

(:05) Local ID Liner K3

Legal ID @ 59:50 K13

*Indicated an exact time event 

Relay closure times will float 

Feed time: Monday-Friday, 7pm – 12 midnight ET



Meet Steve 

and 

April

. 



STEVE GORMAN AND APRIL ROSE

STEVE GORMAN

Model, Actress, Maxim’s “Hometown Hottie”, Radio 
Personality and now feature contributor, video and 
social media hipster for Steve Gorman Rocks!

Founding member and drummer of the Black 
Crowes, host of Steve Gorman Sports on Fox 
Sports Radio, Author, Story-Teller, and now host 
of Steve Gorman Rocks!

APRIL ROSE



Steve Gorman Rocks is your classic rock night-time solution.  For compelling 
stories, listener engagement and the best classic rock music lock in your market 

with Steve Gorman Rocks!



For more information on Steve Gorman Rocks! and affiliating in your market, contact: 

Neal Weiner, VP of Affiliate Sales Formats

entertainment@westwoodone.com  | 206.706.1373

THANK YOU!
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